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TSSA One-Page REPORT

Submitted by:
Brian L. Heisterkamp
Name of Conference Attended:
National Communication Association Convention
Date of Conference:
November 12-15, 2009
Teaching Skills Studied:
During this convention, I attended two workshops that focused on the teaching of
communication theory and communication ethics. In the communication theory
workshop, we studied ways to create in-class activities designed to enable student to
learn how different communication theories can be applied to their personal lives. We
also studied ways to integrated video clips into our lectures with the intent of enhancing
student learning of communication theory. We also examined ways to enhance individual
and group writing assignments in communication theory courses. In the ethics workshop,
we focused upon ways to integrate a case study approach to teaching different ethical
philosophies. The workshop leaders provided us with many case studies and directed us
to other resources for locating relevant case studies.
Impact on/How applied to current teaching:
These two workshops enabled me to incorporate new ideas into my undergraduate
teaching of communication theory and communication ethics. Specifically, I have
adopted new in-class activities to teach communication theories covered in my course.
These include cooperative learning based group and dyadic activities that focus upon
application of theory to everyday life. The discussion techniques we learned have
enabled me to offer students a different approach to learning particularly difficult
communication theories than traditional lecture. Lastly, the communication ethics
workshop in particular has increased my awareness of resources for locating case studies,
which I have found is a very effective method for student learning of ethical concepts.
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